Tuareg Rallye technical Specification
Acceptable Competitors for the Tuareg Rally
A competition licence is not necessary. As long as you
are over 18 years old & able to drive off road, you are
permitted to compete in the Tuareg Rally. You must
have a valid driving licence for the type of vehicle being
driven and a passport.

Acceptable Vehicles
All vehicles that are registered for public road traffic
and suitable for off-road driving are permitted to
participate.

Technical Condition of vehicles
The vehicles must be in a good, safe mechanical
condition. Modifications which are not dangerous to the
driver / co-driver or third parties are allowed.

Technical specification Motorrad & Quad
- fuel range of 180 km

Technical specification 4x4
-4-point race seat harness (not Raid)
- Role cage (not Raid)
- Mud flaps (Not Raid)
- Recovery rope & 2 shackles
- Shovel
- 2 sand ladders
- fuel range of 360 km (with Serviceteam 180 km)

Safety equipment
The safety equipment is for the protection of and
self-help of each participant. In the interest of everyone
the participant should make sure their safety kit is
complete, suitable & in good condition. The safety
equipment is checked at scrutineering at the beginning
of the rally and before the start of each of the days
stages at the pre check.

Safety equipment
- GPS with active tracklog 5 seconds
- Spot activated
- mobile phone minimum 50% charged + cable
- at least 4 litres water per person
- vehicle tools
Safety Kit with
- 1 metal foil survival blanket
- 1 lighter / matches
- first aid kit

Safety equipment Motorbike only
- Powerbank 5000mAh min 50% charched
Solarpowerbank recommended.

Not necessary anymore
- emergency flears
- mobile roaming with two provider

Paperwork
- passport with Visa
- driving licence
- vehicle registration ( at the vehicle)

